Farmall hydraulic valves diagrams
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Some Super Ms built in or 54 and regular Ms with after-market equipment--see below have an
engine-driven hydraulic pump, as opposed to a transmission-driven pump. That means
hydraulic implements can be operated independently of the transmission clutch, which is a nice
feature. The "live" pump also has more pressure and a higher volume flow, so you can lift
heavier loads and lift them faster than you could with the original transmission-driven pump. If
there are hydraulic hoses running along the right side of the tractor engine, from up by the
distributor to back under the gas tank, the tractor has live hydraulics. The live pump is driven by
the timing gear train, the same thing that turns the distributor shaft, so the hoses have to snake
alongside the engine to reach the pump. Yes, it works fine. How much did it cost? Was that
worth it? I don't know. It does have sway control and good position control, but the only way to
adjust the individual arms is by turning the lift screw sleeves -- no hand crank from the
operator's seat like a regular 3-point hitch. Since I only intend to use the hitch with a brush
cutter, platform lift, or boom crane, none of those deficiencies are of any consequence, but I
could never plow with that arrangement. Ours uses the belly pump reservoir and has fitting on
the control valve to give 'power beyond' to another valve if we needed to I have no conection to
Saginaw other than as a satisfied customer. I first hooked it up to just a single cylinder from the
one way valve with a breather on the top cylinder port and I was able to move lb hay bales with
it. I once tried to pick up a transmission and axel assy from a Super C parts tractor. It couldn't
lift it, but if I lifted it with something else, it would just barely hold it up in the air. I decided not
to risk it and used an engine crane to hold it while I backed a truck under to haul it off. When I
got tired of not having down pressure and not being able to adjust the hitch when the clutch
was in, I upgraded to a live hydraulic system from a Series II Super M and added a two spool
valve for the 3 point and 1 remote. I took one circuit to the 3 point and used the second valve as
a remote for the wheels on a cutting disc and the gate on a Gehl round baler. Since the reservoir
replaces the rear fuel tank support, I lost the regulator mounting which was a blessing in
disguise since it didn't work anyway and switched to a 12V alternator at the same time. This was
an early SM Series I with the belly pump hydraulic system. Well I finally found a way to damage
the hitch. I was picking up another tractor a Farmall B without the motor from a trailer. I couldn't
lift it but found I could hold it up if I jacked the trailer up then let it down from under the tractor.
But didn't get quite enough clearance and when I dragged it off the trailer the rockshaft on the
hitch bent so that one lift arm was a good inches lower than the other at the tip. I first thought
something on the hitch frame was bent or broken, but the frame was fine, just the rockshaft
twisted. So I blocked the low arm and used the down pressure to straighten out the rockshaft
forcing it the other way. Then I went and got the second cylinder that had been collecting dust
and routed new hydraulic lines to feed both cylinders together. I tried again to lift the parts B
tractor and this time with the extra capacity I lifted it right off the ground and drove away with it.
We did several test cuts out of wood until we matched the NOS disc perfectly. We bought a
large sheet of the clutch material and milled them out. The material was very hard on the cutter
bits, a carbide bit barely lasted through one disc if we were lucky. I put the tractor back together
the first weekend using 2 new discs and the NOS disc since we matched the disc up so well, I
wasn't worried about being able to reproduce the NOS disc. What surprised me was that the old
fibre discs were not worn down in their thickness, but their teeth had been chewed off! My M
was just driving off the stubs left on the teeth from the last disc. The teeth on the fibre discs are
apparently designed with very tight clearances so I spent most of my time with a file removing
scale and getting a good surface on the teeth in the drum before they would slide in. It was a
planetary gearset that let the operator shift to a lower range while on the go, increasing torque
and decreasing ground speed. They can be rebuilt or replaced if they're worn out, and are

readily available from suppliers such as those listed below. I've bought two Ms over the years
and taking the tractor for a road test was a clincher both times--it's just a lot of fun to hear that
smooth Farmall hum and to watch the world go by from up there. It's no problem on a smooth
road, but hitting a bump or a pothole at that speed could bounce you right off the seat. Start
slowly and get comfortable with the tractor, the steering, the brakes, and the road before you try
the 5th-gear test. A spinner knob on the steering wheel can help, and is hugely fun to use when
turning the tractor around at the end of a row, but it can also whack your hand good and hard if
the front wheels hit a rock or a furrow or something, and the steering wheel suddenly spins.
None of the Ms came with power steering, although there were aftermarket companies like
Behlen and Char-Lynn that made power-steering pumps for them. I don't think a wide front end
would make much difference in the ease or difficulty of steering, but they're likely to be
available from those same suppliers if you wanted to try it, or if you wanted to convert for other
reasons. Two big stubborn bolts way down in the bottom of the box just wouldn't come loose. It
was hard to get a good wrench on them to begin with since the box was so deep--I was using a
ratchet wrench with an extension and a deep socket, and so didn't have much leverage. I
thought about cutting the old box apart so I could get the handle of the wrench right down near
the bolt, but it just didn't seem right--that battery box has served long and well, and deserves a
more fitting end than to just be cut up. I'd of course have thrown the thing away anyway if I'd
gotten it off, but first I'd have looked at it, cleaned it up, treated it with some respect. Anyway,
the new box is still sitting in the barn, and I bolted an old license plate onto the side of the old
battery box. The license plate was from when I lived in Arizona and just wanted a tractor, so it
said "M FARML"--just the thing to cover up those rusted-through holes. The fenders were clean
and straight but faded to a dull rusty color--not much trace of red at all. One of the mounting
brackets was bent up. Getting those bolts into the threaded holes on top of the rear axle
housings, which had 40 years worth of dirt and gunk and rust in them, required a bunch of WD,
picking at with a little screwdriver and a wire brush, and general persistence. But it was worth
it--raking hay on a steep hillside in June 97, I was mighty glad to have those sturdy fenders to
lean against. The screen underneath was all bent up, but the thing was otherwise in pretty good
shape. It was off of an M, not a Super M, so the screen is rounded rather than just flat. Not
historically accurate for use on a Super M, but I like it. I wanted one because they look cool, and
because I'd gotten bogged down in mud once and it was really hard to steer. I used a gauge
shotgun bore brush, chucked into an electric drill, to clean out the threaded mounting holes on
the base of the front end bolster. I haven't driven the tractor in mud since then, so I don't know
if the scraper would really help or not, but it still looks kind of neat. Rear tubes I used regular
grease-gun grease to hold the gasket in place while I assembled the thermostat housing, after
an AT list member posted that he'd used grease rather than commercial gasket sealers. It's
worked fine. The generator I didn't mind--it was black before, and was a rebuild before, but the
pulley had been a nice weathered reddish-gray, with splotches of the original red still showing
here and there. I liked it being old and faded. Funny what things turn out to be important to you
once they're gone. Asking around, I learned that most Super Ms had the same grille as on all the
regular Ms, but some of the very late production Super Ms serial number up around had these
blanks where implement-mounting holes would later go on the Super MTA grilles. I knew I was
done for the moment I saw the photo, and I'm happy to now be the owner of that tractor. And I
still wish I'd kept the other one I'm always glad to talk tractors and such. Feel free to make any
personal use of them, but do not make any commercial or public use of them without my
specific okay. The photo of the restored Farmall M at the top of this page is used here courtesy
of Antique Power Magazine. Overall condition of the sheet metal is another big variable, with the
front grille being especially likely to be bent up or missing the little insert near the bottom. Even
if that insert is gone, check to see if the bottom bar of the grille itself is still there--the inserts
are readily available from aftermarket suppliers, but if that lower bar has been cut out you'll
need more than the insert to fix it. If the gauges, lights, and starting and charging systems work,
it'll save you the cost of repairing or replacing them later. PTO and TA. Super Ms. Cost: For a lot
of years the Farmall M was in the big leagues--one of the few tractors with the power, capability,
styling, and popularity to become a lasting symbol of modern farming. Two, many of the , or so
that were built are still around, which drives the price down. A non-running "parts tractor" might
go for just a few hundred; a restored "show tractor" might go for three or four thousand or even
more, especially if it's a Super MTA or Super MTA Diesel, the last versions of the M. Auxiliary
hydraulic valve. The live hydraulic pump on a Super M, on the right side of the engine between
the distributor and the timing gear train. Then I was fortunate to locate a used hydraulic valve
and some other parts that were originally from a JD combine, complete with some long curved
handles. A bracket was made for the valve, and I mounted it on the right axle, with the curved
handles coming right at hip level when sitting. I bought various hoses, adapters, reservoir, and

filter from Northern, a Worksaver Farmall 3-point hitch kit, and a 2x8" cylinder from CT. Because
the valve is a two way valve, I rigged up the lift cylinder for two way operation - it is much faster
going down that way, but I needed one extra hose. If I could have located a used OEM reservoir
from a parts tractor, it would have made a neater job of it, but I ended up putting the reservoir
under the seat - the battery remained under the gas tank. Includes two cylinders, painted IH red,
fits like a glove, impeccable workmanship, Zerk fittings on every bearing service, and non-slip
material on anything you might use as step. The cylinders will be set up as one way or two way
down pressure based on what you tell them you want. The ad says they are the finest--and
IMHO they are the best--based on the ones we have seen. Click on the picture to go to a larger,
higher-resolution image. Power Take-Off and Torque Amplifier:. Live power wasn't a factory
option on older Ms and Super Ms, but an after-market hand clutch was available that provided a
live pto. Starting and Running:. Most Ms have an electric starting and lighting system, but not
all do. Many have been converted to volt systems, but the original 6-volt systems will work fine
if the tractor is tuned up well and if the temperatures aren't bitterly cold. If you're buying a new
6-volt battery, get the biggest one, with the most "cold cranking amps" CCA , that will fit in the
battery box. The wiring harnesses on old tractors are often in pretty bad shape, but they're fairly
simple to replace since everything is accessible. They should be matched, so that both brakes
engage at the same time when the pedals are latched together. Look for oil accumulation
beneath the brake housings, which is a sign of oil leaking past the seals and soaking the brake
bands. As someone else on the AT forum posted, Ms are notorious for having a worn worm gear
or sector gear in the steering, which can cause the front wheels to shake in high gear. You can
check for this when driving the tractor. Even at low speed, you'll be able to tell if there's a lot of
free play in the steering--i. Narrow-front Ms can be hard to steer when stopped or when moving
very slowly, but are usually fine once you're moving faster. Backing into a tight space can be a
challenge, since when you're half turned around with only one hand on the wheel, it can be hard
to put much weight into steering. I think old Farmalls tend to be harder to steer than old John
Deeres, since the Farmall engine is right up front by the front wheels, while Deere engines are
back close in to the rear axle. I think this is also why rear-wheel weights seem to be more
common on Farmalls than on comparably-sized John Deeres, since that Deere engine
placement helps traction. There are two big "bull gears" in the final drive, centered on the rear
axles, one on each side. Just thought I'd mention it as long as we're talking Ms. The Super M
Farmall I used to have, in the hilltop hayfield north of the farmhouse. I'm sure I'll buy another
one again someday. Being around old machines means touching them, looking at them,
smelling the scent of hot metal and fuel and oil. There's a lot of beauty in the simplicity and
functionality of the design--both of the machine itself and of the individual details. Here are
some favorite details from my old Super M--the things that gave it its own personality. This nice
toolbox, mounted on the pto cover, must have come from an old IH potato harvester or
cornplanter or something. The air cleaner cap with the rounded screen isn't right for a Super M
either, but I liked it also. And check out that fuel gauge in the gas cap! I think this tractor saw a
lot of plowing duty in its younger years. The drawbar shows evidence of heavy pulling, and this
nice old hook hanging from the back of the seat probably connected to the trip rope from a plow
or something. Here's a summary of the various ways my Super M helped me convert money into
fun during the years that I owned it. Paid an additional dollar per loaded mile to have it hauled
miles to my dad's farm. Good thing the tractor hasn't needed any real repairs, and that I'm not in
this to make a profit I hated to sell it, but was glad to see it go to someone who'll respect and
care for it. Super MTA grille. Browsing eBay one day in the spring of , I saw a beautifully
restored very late Super M for sale Dean Vinson's Farm Life Page. Air Force. Cool Stuff. Thanks
for visiting! You may look in the back of the tractor and see a rear hydraulic outlet and assume
that they're all the same, and really that couldn't be further from the truth. There's a lot of
different styles of valves and how they work mechanically, and a lot of different hydraulic
systems that are pumping the oil through these valves. Some of these differences can be really
important, depending on the types of implements that you're choosing to put behind your
tractor. So first, in the mechanical sense, there's a lot of different ways that these valves can
work. The cheapest and least expensive valve is called a spring center valve, where you'll have
a simple lever and when you press it forward or back and let go of it, it pops right back to the
center position. Those valves are the most mechanically simplistic, and they're the least
expensive. Spring center valves can often be about half the price of the more deluxe
counterparts that you sometimes will see on other tractors. Spring centers don't have any kind
of float function or hold-open function, and thus can limit you in certain applications. You can't
float a spring center in order to raise your transport wheels, or you can't lock it open for
constant flow. There's two types of detents that you can have in a rear remote, and the first of
those types will be a float detent , where you push the valve forward and you'll feel a pop and it

goes over top of a detent ball, and holds the valve in a forward position. Now, when you pop
into that detent, you're going into what's known as float, and when you're in the float position,
essentially you're just opening this thing up so the oil can freely flow from one side to the next,
without any kind of pressure flowing through it from the tractor. Typically, float valves are
usually used in order to do transport wheels. If you have a transport system on a disc or
something, you can throw it in the float position so it just drops to the ground allowing the
wheels to move freely underneath of it. Guys will often use it to on top and tilt kits. If you want
the top cylinder in order to be able to move on its own without any kind of input from the
tractor, to say, grate or contour something, afloat detents are a really nice way to do that. The
second way is a self cancelling detent. Now, self canceling detent is going to allow you to take
that valve and push over the detent. Once the valve comes to a place that the oil starts to dead
end, it will pop that thing back into the neutral position. Again, we can go back to that transport
wheels that we were talking about before, if you go into your self canceling position you can
raise your wheels up until the the cylinder extends and the valve stops flowing oil, and at that
point the valve will jump back to neutral. Now, that's an important thing to have for certain
applications because you don't want that oil to be pushing through bypass or be dead ending in
there, because it tends to create a lot of heat and stuff in your hydraulic system, so a self
cancelling valve can help in those kinds of applications. Mechanically, that's how your valves
work, but there's two different systems that are out there that are actually pumping oil into
these valve stacks and that's known as open or closed center. Open center systems are
typically found on most tractors under about horsepower, and you have a simple gear pump
that's running a pumping oil, and the oil is going to go out the path of least resistance, so if you
start using multiple functions on here at the same time, the oil is going to go out whichever
function is the easiest for it to flow out of, and that can cause some unpredictable behaviors
when you're doing complex operations. The alternative to that is a closed center system. Close
center pumps are typically variable displacement pumps. They can dial their demand up or
down depending on the needs and demands of the rear remotes, and so if you need to have,
say, constant flow or a constant pressure out a certain outlet, closed center systems are able to
deliver that. They're also usually done with electronic rear remotes, where these things can
have a lot of, say, program abilities, to say, run for two seconds and turn off, or have automatic
headland functions and really advanced systems, and very demanding and advanced tractors
for production agriculture. A lot of interesting systems that you can get into some for some
really demanding applications, so if you have questions about your hydraulic systems, you're
looking for a tractor, or we can help you with parts or service needs, give us a call at Messick's.
We're available at or online on messicks. Parts Hotline. We're Open - Covid19 Impact. Online
Parts. Please enter a search term of at least 3 characters! Understanding rear hydraulic
remotes. Tags: basics , hydraulic-valve. Close Subscribe. Contact Us. Print Page. Email
Messicks. Are you looking for top quality hydraulic parts for your vintage International
Harvester IH tractors? You have come to the right place! Redrunrite has the largest selection of
replacement parts for IH tractors and we can provide you with many of the component you
need--and for almost IH models. Whether you need IH hydraulic pumps, MCV pumps, Relief
valves, power steering relief valves, power steering cylinder, mounting gasket kits or the hard to
find Axial piston pump,. Hydraulic parts for models that have been discontinued for years can
be difficult to find. That's where we can help. We have been in the business of helping tractor
owners keep their IH tractors up and running in the field for 25 years now. We have the most
extensive collections of both hard-to-find and common IH tractor hydraulic parts. Many tractor
owners are amazed by shopping with us knowing how easily they can still find parts for their
very old IH tractors that have been out of production for decades. To better cater to your needs,
we also provide techni
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cal support on IH Farmall tractors Got a problem or need help with your IH tractor? Get in touch
with us. We are readily available to help you find the solution to your problem. If you are looking
for a component for your IH Farmall tractor that is not available on our website, be it hydraulics
or anything else, let us know! We will try our best to find it for you! Redrunrite is your go-to
online source for IH tractors parts in all 50 states We do not just offer quality hydraulic parts for
your tractors but at fair prices.. Redrunrite combines quality and price to deliver exceptional
value as we offer factory direct pricing without a middleman markup. We also offer a one-year
warranty on all our offerings. Give us a call at or send an e-mail at schmittfarmserv wwt. Home
Hydraulics Hydraulics. Hydraulic Pump Mounting Gasket, IH , Hydro MSRP:. Hydraulic Filter,

Element - IH MSRP:. Join our newsletter Sign up and get monthly updates on new parts and
help fixing IH tractors. Email Address.

